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Local Regression Learning via Forest
Classification For 2D/3D Deformable

Registration

Chen-Rui Chou and Stephen Pizer

Department of Computer Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Abstract. Recent 2D/3D deformable registration methods have achieved
real-time computation of 3D lung deformations by learning global regres-
sions that map projection intensities to deformation parameters globally
in a shape space. If the mapping matrices are specialized to a specific
local region of the shape space, the linear mappings will perform bet-
ter than mappings trained to work on the global shape space. The ma-
jor contribution of this paper is presenting a novel method that sup-
ports shape-space-localized learning for 2D/3D deformable registration
and uses regression learning as an example. The method comprises two
stages: training and application. In the training stage, it recursively finds
normalized graph cuts that best separate the training samples given the
number of desired training partitions. Second, in each training partition
the projection mapping matrices are learned by linear regressions locally.
Third, the method trains a decision forest for deciding into which training
partition a target projection image should be classified, on the basis of
projection image intensity and gradient values in various image regions.
In the application stage, the decision forest classifies a target projection
image into a training partition and then the learned linear regressions
for that training partition are applied to the target projection image in-
tensities to yield the desired deformation. This local regression learning
method is validated on both synthetic and real lung datasets. The results
indicate that the forest classification followed by local regressions yields
more accurate and yet still real-time 2D/3D deformable registration than
global regressions.

1 Introduction

Regression learning has been a simple but efficacious way to understand the
relationship between medical images and medical facts. In medical image regis-
tration, regression learning provides a way to understand patients’ deformations
from their medical images such that the calculated deformation can be con-
strained to a previously learned space instead of an arbitrary one. However,
means to optimize the regression learning for registration efficiency and accu-
racy have not been well-addressed. This paper investigates a learning variation
to the registration efficiency and accuracy for one of the medical applications -
lung Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT).
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The goal of lung IGRT is to place the radiation beam on the ever-changing
tumor centroid under the patient’s respiratory motion while avoiding organs at
risks (OAR). One way to accomplish this goal is by 2D/3D image registration.
2D/3D image registration computes the patient’s 3D treatment-time deforma-
tion vector fields (DVFs) by registering the patient’s treatment-time imaging
x-ray projection image to the patient’s planning-time 3D CT image. If the DVFs
can be computed accurately and in real time, the computed DVFs not only can
guide physicians to make medical decision within treatment fractions, the DVFs
at the radiation deliveries can also be used for the inter-fraction dose accumula-
tion study for adaptive therapy.

Recent learning-based 2D/3D registration approaches [1,2] have shown promise
in real-time registration. In order to obtain acceptable registration accuracy, both
approaches constrain the registration computation to a patient-specific deforma-
tion shape space analyzed from the patient’s treatment-planning Respiratory-
Correlated CTs (RCCTs). Specifically, [1] learned global linear regressions that
map projection intensities to their associated deformation parameters based on
a sampling from the whole deformation space. At treatment time the learned
patient-specific regressions are iteratively applied to refine the estimation of the
patient’s deformation parameters. [2] presented an even faster regression learning
method that does not need to iterate for refinement. It estimates the patient’s
deformation parameters by learning optimal global projection distance metrics
for deformation parameter interpolation via nonlinear kernel regressions.

However, due to the variable projection-to-deformation relationships in var-
ious regions of the deformation space, a global regression or a global distance
metric learned from the whole deformation space is a rough approximation of
the underlying relationship. As a result, the registration accuracy is limited by
the global learning methods.

This paper presents a novel local learning method that partitions the shape
space, learns a projection-to-deformation relationship for each partition and at
application time applies the learned local relationship of a classified partition
to yield better approximation. The method improves the regression learning
method described in [1] as an example. The results show that the method’s
local regression learning yields a more accurate and yet still real-time 2D/3D
deformable registration.

Specifically, the method generates large-scale training samples and finds nor-
malized graph cuts [3] that best separate the training samples into a given num-
ber of training partitions. In each training partition the method learns linear
regression matrices that map the training projection intensities to the training
deformation parameters. At treatment time, the method decides which training
partition the target deformation resides in by a trained decision forest ([4], an
approach that has shown success in many medical applications) based on pro-
jection image intensities and gradients of various image regions in the target
projection image. The linear regressions learned for the forest-decided partition
are applied to the target projection intensities to yield the desired deformation.



2 Method

The purpose of the local regression learning is to obtain a better regression fitting
to the training set. Due to the nonlinear relationships between the deformation
parameters and the projection intensities, fitting a globally linear regression to
approximate this nonlinear relationship is mathematically inappropriate. This
section presents a locally-linear regression learning method that can approxi-
mate this nonlinear relationship. It comprises two stages: training and treatment
application. There are five steps in the training stage. First, the patient’s prior
deformation space is parameterized by an LDDMM (Large Deformation Dif-
feomorphic Metric Mapping) framework from the patient’s treatment-planning
RCCTs. Second, the method samples training deformation parameters and sim-
ulates corresponding x-ray projection images, or DRRs (Digitally-Reconstructed
Radiographs), from CT volumes warped by the sampled training deformations.
Third, the method partitions the training projection images recursively by nor-
malized graph cuts using Euclidean distances of the deformation parameters.
Fourth, the method fits a linear regression between the deformation parameters
and the covarying projection intensities for each training partition. Finally, in
order to classify an unseen projection image into a nearest training partition in
the treatment application stage, in the training stage the method trains a set
of decision trees, or a decision forest, for deciding the local training partition
based on the projection image intensities and gradients of various image regions.
In the treatment application stage, given a target projection image the method
estimates the deformation parameters of the patient by first classifying the tar-
get projection image into a training partition and then using the learned linear
regression of that partition to yield the estimation.

2.1 Training Stage

Deformation Space Formulation The method uses the same deformation
space formulation as described in [1,2]. The method constrains the patient’s
deformation to a space spanned from the deformation observed in the patient’s
treatment-planning RCCTs. The RCCTs consist of 10 phase images. From those
10 phase images, a respiratory Fréchet mean, as well as the diffeomorphic de-
formations φτ from the mean to each image Jτ with phase τ , are computed by
an LDDMM framework. With the diffeomorphic deformation set {φτ}τ=1,2,··· ,10
calculated, the method finds a mean deformation φ and a set of linear defor-
mation eigenmodes φipc by PCA analysis. The weights λiτ on each deformation
eigenmode i yield a deformation φτ in terms of these deformation eigenmodes:
φτ = φ+

∑10
i=1 λ

i
τ ·φipc. For most of the target problems the first three eigenmodes

capture more than 95% of the total variations observed among the RCCTs. The
first three eigenmode weights then form an 3-dimensional parametrization c of
the patient’s deformation space: c = (c1, c2, c3) = (λ1, λ2, λ3).

Training Space Sampling The method uniformly samples S weights on each
deformation eigenmode within ±3 standard deviations of the eigenmode weights



observed in the planning RCCTs. For 3-dimensional parametrization of the de-
formation space, a total N = S3 sampled deformation parameters {cκ}κ=1,2,...,N

are used to warp the Fréchet mean image, and the training projection images
{Pκ}κ=1,2,...,N are simulated from those warped mean images. Particularly, in
order to make the intensity comparable between the training projections and
treatment-time target projections, the method normalizes both training and tar-
get projections with a local Gaussian normalization method described in [1].

Training Space Partitioning To partition the training projections, the method
uses a hierarchical separation approach that is similar to the normalized graphs
cut method [3]. The goal of the training space partitioning is to separate the
training space such that the Euclidean distance of the deformation parameters
in each partition is minimized. Different than the traditional graph cut approach
that generates an “affinity” matrix, the method generates an N × N “dissim-
ilarity” matrix D where the entries Di,j = ‖ci − cj‖2 are the distances of the
deformation eigenmode weights between training samples i and j. N is the num-
ber of training samples. Having the dissimilarity matrix computed, the method
computes the first k smallest eigenvalues and their eigenvectors V1, V2, .., Vk of
the dissimilarity matrix D if 2k partitions are needed. The eigenvector with the
smallest eigenvalue, V1, is an approximation to the NP-hard normalized graph
cut problem [3]: training samples close to each other will have similar values
in the eigenvector (have close dissimilarity maps). Therefore, the method sorts
the training samples by their values in V1 and partitions the training samples
into two by the median value. The final partitioning can be computed by recur-
sively separating the training set using the eigenvectors with the next smallest
eigenvalues.

Local Regression Learning The method approximates the nonlinear rela-
tionship between the projection intensities and the deformation parameters by
fitting a linear regression Wi

L that linearly maps the projection intensities to the
ith deformation parameter ciκ∈L for each training sample κ in each local train-
ing partition L (local deformation neighborhood): ciκ∈L ≈ Pκ∈L ·Wi

L where
Wi
L = (Pᵀ

κ∈L ·Pκ∈L)−1 ·Pᵀ
κ∈L · ciκ∈L.

Decision Forest Training In order to efficiently classify an unseen target pro-
jection into a training partition in the application stage, the method constructs
a decision forest F in the training stage. The decision forest F consists of M
binary trees T1, T2, .., TM with depth d. In this paper M = 100 and d = 5 are
used. In each tree, a tree traversal of the target projection selects the nearest
training projection images. With the 100 tree traversals the method classifies the
target projection image into the same partition as its most frequently selected
nearest training projection image’s. The tree traversal is guided by a sequence of
binary decisions made at tree nodes based on the “visual features” of the target
projection image. The visual features used in this paper are 6 features: mean in-
tensity, mean intensity difference, mean intensity gradients along two projection



axes, and mean intensity gradient differences along two projection axes of 1, 000
random box pairs (random positions and sizes).

The method constructs such a decision forest through a supervised learning
on the training set: In each tree the binary decisions made at tree nodes are to
select visual features and their thresholds to partition the training projection
images such that training projection images with close deformation parameter
values will traverse to the same leaf node. Specifically, for each binary tree Tδ
the method randomly selects 400 candidate visual features Vδ out of the total
1, 000 × 6 = 6, 000 visual features V. At each tree node N in the tree Tδ the
method selects the qth visual feature VqN among the 150 candidate visual features
VN randomly sampled from Vδ (VqN ∈ VN ⊂ Vδ ⊂ V) and the threshold ξ for the
selected visual feature VqN such that after the binary partition by the threshold,
the total variance of the deformation parameters is minimized or equivalently,
the information gain is maximized: for training samples κ in tree node N ,

arg
q,ξ

max Var{cκ∈N }−Var{cκ∈N |VqN (Pκ) > ξ}−Var{cκ∈N |VqN (Pκ) < ξ} (1)

With optimizations (1) at all tree nodes in all trees, training projection im-
ages traverse to the same leaf nodes in a tree have the same visual feature re-
sponses to the binary decisions and similar deformation parameter values. The
random selection of the candidate features for each tree and for each node pro-
vides an efficient and robust discriminative learning from the high dimensional
feature space [5]. The method records the leaf node indices where the training
projection images visited in each tree for classification in the treatment applica-
tion stage.

2.2 Treatment Application Stage

In the treatment application stage, an unseen target projection image is prepro-
cessed to remove the additional photon scattering with a local Gaussian normal-
ization method described in [1]. The method then classifies the target projection
image into a local training partition by the trained regression forest. Finally,
the target deformation parameters are estimated by the local linear regressions
learned from that local partition. With the efficient forest classification and the
fast parameter estimation by regressions that only involve matrix multiplication,
the whole registration process can be computed in real time.

Forest Classification The classification consists of two steps: First, each tree
traversal of the target projection image yields a neighborhood set of training pro-
jection images that visit the same leaf node. For 100 trees the method computes
the most frequently visited training projection image from the 100 neighborhood
sets. Second, the method assigns the target projection image the same partition
as its most nearest training neighbor’s.



Regression Estimation With the training partition L∗ classified the method
uses the learned linear regression Wi

L∗ of that training partition to estimate
the deformation parameter citarget from the target projection intensities Ptarget:

citarget = Ptarget ·Wi
L∗ .

3 Results

The local regression method has been validated on 500 synthetic treatment-
time deformations and 5 real treatment-time deformations sampled from 5 lung
datasets (pt1 to pt5). In the synthetic tests, target projection images are the
DRRs computed from the Fréchet mean image warped by random treatment-
time deformations sampled from the patient’s deformation eigenmode space
within ±3 standard deviations of the weights observed in the patient’s RCCTs.
Having the ground truths of the deformation parameters, the synthetic tests
are used to analyze the optimal training settings (e.g., the number of training
samples and partitions) in terms of the method’s registration accuracy and ef-
ficiency. Moreover, to better understand the importance of the local regression,
the accuracy of the forest classification and the accuracy of the local regression
are also compared in this section.

3.1 The Datasets

Five lung datasets have been tested for this local regression method. Each dataset
consists of 10 treatment-planning RCCTs, a target cone-beam CT (CBCT) pro-
jection (coronal-view, dimension down-sampled to 128 × 96) scanned at the
patient’s end-of-expiration (EE) phase, and a validating 3D EE-phase CBCT
reconstructed at treatment time. As shown in Fig.1 those five datasets repre-
sent very different pathological states and imaging fields of views (FOVs). For
example, patient 1 and 4 (pt 1 and 4) have a shorter CT scan along the superior-
inferior (SI) direction and therefore the simulated projections have truncations;
Patient 4 has only one lung, and patient 5 has an extended view toward the
abdominal region. For all five patient datasets, their target projections are all
imaged in the patients’ EE phases. The estimated deformations are validated by
treatment-time reconstructed cone-beam CTs (CBCTs) at the same EE phases.
Particularly, the results measure mean target registration errors (mTREs) as 1)
the tumor centroid differences (for real tests) or 2) the average deformation dif-
ferences of a lung voxel (for synthetic tests) between the estimated CTs (Fréchet
mean images warped by the estimated deformations) and the validating CBCTs
(for real tests) or the ground truth target CTs (for synthetic tests). Tumors are
manually segmented in both CTs and CBCTs.

3.2 Synthetic Tests

For each lung dataset, 100 testing projections and testing deformation param-
eters are randomly sampled in the patient’s deformation eigenmode space. The



pt1 pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5

Fig. 1. The 5 lung datasets. Top row: the middle coronal slices of the patients’ Fréchet
mean CT images. Second row: DRRs of the Fréchet mean CT images. Third row:
target projection images at the end-of-expiration (EE) phase. Fourth row: validating
reconstructed cone-beam CTs (CBCTs) at the EE phases.

registration accuracy and efficiency has been tested with varying number of
training samples and with varying number of partitions.

Training Space Sampling and Partitioning Five different numbers of par-
titions have been chosen for testing: 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 partitions. The method
partitions the training samples recursively by normalized graph cuts. As shown
in Fig.2, the method first separates the training space along the first defor-
mation eigenmode because it contributes the greatest variation of the training
deformations.

Forest Classification Also shown in Fig.2, the decision forest successfully
classify most of the testing samples into the correct training partitions. The
error partition assignments only happen on the partition boundaries.

Forest Classification vs. Local Regression Accuracy Forest classifica-
tion selects a nearest training neighbor for each testing target projection image.
The deformation parameters of the selected nearest neighbor can be used as an
rough estimation, and the further local regression provides refinements of the
forest classification. To demonstrate the refinement improvement of the local
regression, 500 synthetic tests are generated from the 5 lung datasets (100 tests
each). The accuracy is measured by the mean deformation error appeared in the
lung. As shown in Fig.3(a), both forest classification and the local regression
accuracy have improved greatly with the increasing number of training samples.



#partitions=1 #partitions=2 #partitions=4

#partitions=8 #partitions=16 #partitions=16 (3D)

Fig. 2. Training samples partitioning and forest classification results of a lung dataset.
Circular dots are 213 training samples in the deformation eigenmode space. Square dots
are the 100 random testing samples colored by different partitions decided by the forest.

However, the accuracy of the forest classification converges to 0.5 mm where the
local regression converges at 0.05 mm, which shows a 10-fold error reduction.

The More Partitions, The Better? Registration time and accuracy are in-
vestigated with the number of the training partitions used. Fig.3(b) and Fig.4(a)
show the registration error reduces and then increases with the number of train-
ing partitions. This suggests that the local regression enhances the registration
accuracy if the a proper partition of the training space is applied. For the results
shown in the figure, with the N = 213 training samples the linear regressions
best fit to a smaller partition rather than to the entire training set. The increas-
ing errors observed in the over-partitioning situations (the number of partitions
> 8) are the results of overfitting to partitions of insufficient training samples.
Fig.3(c) shows that the method yields minimum registration time (forest classi-
fication time + local regression time) when 4 training partitions are used.

3.3 Real Tests

Results on Real Datasets by the Optimal Partitioning Learned from
Patient-Specific Synthetic Tests For registration of the real datasets, Ta-
ble.1 and Fig.4(b)(c) compare the registration time and accuracy between the
global and local learning methods. Results of the local learning method use the
optimal training settings suggested by the synthetic tests, e.g., for patient 2, the
number of training samples=213 and the number of partitions=4. As shown in
the table, the global learning method is super fast since it does not require a
forest classification. However, the local learning method is more accurate than
the global learning method (reduced the error over 1 mm in average) and yet



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) Average deformation errors of a lung voxel in the 100 synthetic tests for
each patient with varying numbers of training samples. The registration accuracy of
the forest classification (F) is compared with the accuracy of the forest classification
followed by local regression (F+R). In the figures the local regression uses the optimal
number of training partitions that yields the most accurate registration. (b) Average
deformation errors of a lung voxel and (c) average registration time in the 100 synthetic
tests for each patient with varying numbers of training partitions (2, 4, 8, and 16
partitions) for 213 training samples.

still can be computed in real time (70 ms per registration in average). In addi-
tion, for target projection images having more abdominal FOV like patient 5’s,
the great error reduction shows the method’s ability to learn the nonlinear re-
lationship between the projection intensities and the deformation parameters as
the abdomen undergoes more nonlinear motions than the lung. Fig.4(b) shows
1 mm gain in average by the local learning.

Global learning pt1 pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5 Local learning pt1 pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5

#partitions 1 1 1 1 1 #partitions 4 4 4 4 2

mTRE (mm) 4.18 1.94 3.78 2.12 6.65 mTRE (mm) 3.23 1.85 3.08 2.11 2.78

Time (s) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 Time (s) 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07
Table 1. Registration time and accuracy of the five real datasets. The accuracy
is measured by the tumor centroid differences between the estimated CTs and the
validating CBCTs.

Is the Learned Optimal Partitioning Still Optimal for the Real Dataset?
Fig.4(b)(c) shows the registration accuracy and time vs. the number of training
partitions of the 5 real datasets. As shown in the figure the optimal number of
training partitions that yields the smallest registration error is 4, which agrees
with the synthetic results. However, different than the synthetic results, the reg-
istration error does not increase when more than 4 training partitions are used.
One possible cause for this inconsistency is that the optimal number of training
partitions depends on the distribution of the target projection images in the
training deformation space. For example, the synthetic target projection images



are distributed in the whole training deformation space whereas the real target
projection images are all in the EE phases, which lie in a region close to the
boundaries of the training deformation space (see boundaries in the sub-figures
in Fig.2). Consequently, regressions fitted to a smaller training partition will
tend to have better estimation of this extreme testing deformation.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a) Cumulative error distributions on 500 synthetic tests from 5 lung datasets
(213 training images for each dataset). (b) Registration accuracy and (c) time vs. the
number of training partitions on 5 real lung datasets.

4 Conclusions and Discussion

This paper presented a novel shape-space-localized learning method for 2D/3D
deformable registration and uses regression learning as an example. The method
learns regression mappings in each local deformation space partitioned by nor-
malized graph cuts. In the application stage it uses the learned regression map-
pings of a forest-classified partition to yield more accurate 2D/3D deformable
registration than the global regression learning method. The optimal training
settings obtained from the patient-specific synthetic tests can be used to help
registrations achieve near-optimum accuracy and efficiency on the patient’s real
data. Also, the method provides a general local learning framework that could
be expected to be applicable to other learning-based registration methods, i.e.,
learning a local distance metric for parameter interpolation in [2].
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